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PRESS RELEASE 

Indian Cultural Centre and Embassy of India in Seoul organized an Award Ceremony on 15 th 

December 2020 to felicitate the awardees of the Distinguished Indologist and World Sanskrit Award 

for 2019. 

Indian Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR) has bestowed the „Distinguished Indologist Award‟ and 

„World Sanskrit Award‟ for 2019 to two eminent academicians from Republic of Korea Prof. Geo 

Lyong Lee and Prof. Lim Geun Dong to honour their unique and lifelong contributions for promotion 

of Indian language, culture and philosophy in the Republic of Korea. 

 
Prof Geo Lyong Lee, recipient of the prestigious „Distinguished Indologist Award‟ for 2019, is a 

recognized and one of the leading Indologists in Korea and has been working for the past 35 years 

towards promotion of Indian studies, especially Indian Philosophy, Buddhist studies, Ayurveda and 

Yoga in Republic of Korea.  

Prof Lim Geun Dong, recipient of „World Sanskrit Award‟ for 2019, is a leading Korean scholar in 

Sanskrit and Hindi who has been working energetically to promote Indian Studies, especially 

Sanskrit Language at leading Korean Universities. 

The Award comprising of a Citation, a Gold-plated Medallion and US$ 20,000 was supposed to be 

given in an Award ceremony organized at New Delhi. But given the travel restrictions due to global 

pandemic, it was decided to organize the Award Ceremony virtually in a hybrid manner with Indian 

dignitaries joining Online via digital platform. 

The Award Ceremony was graced by the virtual presence of Dr. Vinay Sahasrabuddhe, President of 
ICCR and Mr. Dinesh K. Patnaik, Director General of ICCR joining online from India. Dr Vinay 
Sahasrabuddhe explained in detail the need for understanding Indology and legacy of Sanskrit 
language worldwide. He also elaborated on how India as a „spiritual democracy‟ has been successful 
in implementing „political democracy‟ and trying to achieve the goal of „social and economic 
democracy‟ in the last 7 decades since the independence of India.  
 
Mr. Dinesh K. Patnaik highlighted upon the emerging nuances of Indology and the need to digitalize 
Sanskrit language for making it more accessible to the common masses as it has been regarded as 
one of the most scientific language which is digitally compatible. 
 
“I am sure, we will get many more opportunities of working closely with them to further our quest to 

bring the people of India and Korea closer through the medium of language, literature and culture” 

said H. E. Sripriya Ranganathan, Ambassador of India to Republic of Korea. 

Dr. Sonu Trivedi, Director of the Indian Cultural Centre deeply appreciates the role of Indian 

Council of Cultural Relations is announcing these Awards for recognising the outstanding 

contribution of the Indologists in foreign countries to the study, teaching and research of Indian 

philosophy, thought, languages, literature, and culture. 
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